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ARE BIG BANKS TO BLAME? 

Microchip implants and potted horsemeat for the homeless 

By Wanda Sue Parrott 

 

FOLLOWING last week’s column, screenwriter Ron Libert of Kershaw, SC e-mailed his encounter with 

homelessness. If Thomas Jefferson could respond, he’d probably agree that Ron confirms his prediction during 

the 1809 congressional debate to renew the U.S. National Bank Charter:    

 "If the American people ever allow private banks to control the issue of their currency, 

first by inflation, then by deflation, the banks and corporations that will grow up around them 

will deprive the people of all property until their children wake up homeless on the continent 

their Fathers conquered. . ."  

 

Here is Ron’s description of a Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) camp where my own 

research revealed homeless persons are implanted with microchips for electronic tracking and identification.   

 

From The Street: A Tale Of Two Cities By Ron Libert 

A year ago, I met a homeless man, who was a Viet Nam Vet, receiving a small pension to 

cover his Agent Orange exposure. He started studying the bible and soon I got to meet a number 

of his homeless friends.  

They tended to gather each day in the parking lot of a deserted mall. As long as they 

stayed in that particular area, away from the downtown area nearby, the police did not harass 

them.  

Evidently, the town of Camden (a suburb of Columbia, So. Car.) decided there were too 

many homeless and some were even soliciting funds. 

I told all who would listen that the city of Columbia was taking homeless people off the 

street and putting them in a Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) camp. There they 

could only leave for a job appointment or to leave the state. 



Sure enough, soon some of the Camden homeless were picked up and did not return. 

When the city of Charlotte heard that Columbia had “cleaned the downtown streets” of the 

homeless, they adopted the same FEMA camp solution and cleared the entire downtown area of 

homeless.  

 My bible student was spared because he could say he lived with his sister, who was a 

known local resident with a nice house. They did not get along, so he seldom slept there, often 

sleeping in a friend's truck.  

 I had started a second bible study with another Camden homeless man when he suddenly 

disappeared. I was unable to confirm he had been put in a FEMA camp, but his friends still 

around were sure that's what had happened. 

        Now some would say mandatory living in a FEMA camp might still be a better option than 

the streets, but if that were the case, most all the homeless would be requesting transportation to 

the nearest FEMA camp. However, considering the fact that the homeless cannot leave the camp 

except for a job interview or to leave the state, to some it might sound more like a prison--

complete with walls of fencing.  

 And what do the homeless do while incarcerated in the FEMA camps? No one seems to 

know, since interviews are not granted and access to the inmates/guests is almost impossible.  

        Is this the coming fate of all the homeless? Did you even know this was happening in at 

least two states? 

 

Homeless Camps And Horsemeat Burgers 

 My online searches confirmed that Raleigh, NC, followed the lead 

set by Columbia and Charlotte, SC. back in 2013. True, the mess on the 

streets appeared solved by mandatory removal of the homeless to a 

remote area where a 240-bed FEMA camp shelter was located; 

however, there were major repercussions.  

 The criminalization of homelessness on Aug. 14, 2013 by the 

Columbia City Council incited such a backlash from police, the media 

and the public that council rescinded its decision within one month. 

  On Sept. 4, 2013, council gave homeless persons the right to choose going to jail or the shelter rather than 

being forced off city streets, a policy still in practice today. 

 Everything from exposés to conspiracy-theory concentration camp claims popped up: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tSenUa0qOFg 

 Also, I found unbiased news like the CBS coverage of FEMA emergency shelter camps erected for disaster 

relief after Hurricane Sandy left thousands homeless: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8TcMC7ZQ_6w 

 The National Report’s excellent piece about horsemeat being served FEMA inmates/guests combined the 

lurid with factualism as illustrated in the photo shown above: 

http://nationalreport.net/horse-meat-served-south-carolina-fema-camp-occupants/ 

 

More Dangerous Than Standing Armies 

 In his bank charter debate, Thomas Jefferson also said, “I believe that banking institutions are more 

dangerous to our liberties than standing armies… The issuing power should be taken from the banks and restored 

to the people, to whom it properly belongs."  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tSenUa0qOFg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8TcMC7ZQ_6w
http://nationalreport.net/horse-meat-served-south-carolina-fema-camp-occupants/
http://nationalreport.net/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/horse-meat-camp.png


 The speech has been praised by liberals and pooh-pooed as spurious by conservatives, none of whom had 

apparently yet lost a home through bank foreclosures that led to homeless. 

 If this description fits you, is there a FEMA camp in your future? 

 

### 

Photo of Thomas Jefferson painting by Rembrandt Peale; photo “Horsemeat for the Homeless” from The 

National Report, online approximately 2013; Photos provided by author or as shown; used for 

educational/illustrative purposes only; no copyright infringement intended. 

Contact Wanda Sue Parrott at amykitchenerfdn@hotmail.com or leave a message with 

The Yodel Poet at 831-899-5887. 
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